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CHAPTRE I

For a nunb©r of years education has had the contro-

versial question of how childrenls emotions affect their
ability to Iiead well.

There is a general agreement that

emotions are impor't&nt but the question arises:

Is a childls ability to read the result of an

::3t:::3:c:1::ki:g ::a::i:€; ::o:::a?I upset an
Since children are individual human beings who

differ in abilities,
drives, problems,

interests, aptitudes,
experiences,

eta.,

accomplishments,

finding the solution

to a problem of retardation in reading is sometimes very

difficult--yet of very great importance.
Statement j2£ jE± Problem.

It is the puxpose of this

study to find out if emotional difficulty is a dipecb cause

of retardation in reading; to find what percentage of those
having difficulty in reading is caused by emotional upsets;
and to investigate how cia,ssroom teachers can use a

developmental reading progrlam which will take care of the

needs of children who are handicapped in reading by emotional
blockings.
1

Miles Zintz, ''Academic Achievement and Social and
Emot;ional Adjustment; of Handicapped Children," Elemental.y
Schoc)1 Journal 51:454-466, May, 1951.

2

inpor.taince j2£ EE± Erfu.

This study seems important

to the writer because we are today teaching all the children
of ail the people, and this includes a number of children
with individual emotional upsets and disturbances.

In our

complex world of today life is not a smooth-flowing stream

where everyone can live quietly but rather a time of great

potentiality where strain and fear are felt.in every phase of
living.

The complexity of our world problems demands de-

velopment of the geniuses for tomorrow if we are to survive,
so they must be Cultivated.

Too often a bright child may

fail to Tear.n to I.ead because of an emotional upset of some

kind in early childhood.

Thus a brilliant mind may be lost

to a society that is so much in need of superior leadership.

thderson2 has said,
Human beings have a genuine interest in the world,
in action, and in experience, from wbich they derive
a deep satisfaction.
They approached the world

primarily in a spirit of interest and expectation.

Genuine tendencies to help one another ar.e pr.esent

in the child as well as in the adult.
Ultimate ob.iectivos.

The writer hopes to find, in the

course of this study, an efficient and practical plan for a

Harold H. jinderson, An inbroduct;ion to Pro ectiv©
rechniques
(RTew York:
PI.efitlEe=EET1-;--I-ii--6-=.-;p. 89.

_. _

+-,F] -----. I
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developmental reading progl.am, f or use in the classroom,

which will adequately care for the needs of those children
whose reading cliff iculty is caused by emotional blockings.

It is the aim of the writer to be better prepared to deal
with unhappy and maladjusted children; and, more important,

to awaken in other teachers a genuine interest in a developmental reading program in the ever.yday classlioom.
PI. o a e a u re .

The steps in the planned procedul.e are as

follows to (i) study the history of diagriostic remediaLl
reaLding, (2) analyze the surveys, st;udies, and actual

remedial work that has been done in the past in regard to
childpenls emotions, (3) acquire a knowledge of present
work being done on this problem, (4) conduct a complete and

exhaustive study of sixty fourth grade children in the Happy
Valley High School to detel'mine the relationship of emotions

to difficulty in learning to read.

The teacher.s making this

study plan to divide the sixty students to be observed into

two groups consisting of the thirty better students and the
thirty poorer pupils.
following factors:

These children will b© ranked by the
their ability to do classlioom wol.k at

the time the study is being made, the permanent records of

each child which are kept on file by the school, the personal
evaluation of all former teachers of each child to be
studied.

4

An approved intelligence test will be given to the

sixty selected students to obta,in the intelligence quotient

of each child.

Using the result of this test, the sixty

chil.dren will be ranked according to their actual intelligence
quotient or ability to learn to read and do good classroom
work.

During the course of the study the teachers will use

a number of check-lists cc>vering those emotional factol.s

that ar'e considered to be most likely to cause an emotional

upset or blocking which could result in maladjustment to the

experience of learning to reed.

These check-lists will be

used for a period c>f ten actual school days during which

time the teachers conducting the study will prepare and

keep accurate anecdotal notes of the reactions of each
individual child.

This data will be studied and itemized

before being placed on a chart for' future reference and
study by the teachel.s of the sixty selected students.
Sc>urce of data.

The motel.iaLs used in this study

have been gathered from many sour.cos.

An exhaustive and

critical survey was made of all materials offered in the

Library which are in any way related to the heart of the
problem--children's emotions and reading retardation.

This

work was done in the library of Appalachian State Teachers
College and the Caldwell County Public I.ibrary.

5

Ihe California Test of Mental Maturity5 for gr&rmar
--

_

_

__

____

----

__

__

___

gr.ad©s, four through eight, was given to the sixty selected

students by the teachers of the grades under observation.
The teachers of the sixty students under obs©I.vation
also gave 1'he Gertrude Hildreth Pe rs ona 1 ity and Interest

Inventory,4 with one hundred and thirty-three personal items.

The items on this test are many of the factors most likely to
show a tendency toward emotional upset or maladjustment.
The S R A Junior Inventory, For.in A,5 with two hundred and

twenty-three individual personal items, was used with each of
the sixty student;s being studied.

The teachers who gave the

test itemized the results of the test and placed these items
on a Large chart.

An extensive study of the items on this

chart was made, in I.elation to each individual child.

A

complete item analysis was made.

Elizabeth T. Sullivan, 'j-Sillis W. Clark, and Ernest W.
Grairmar Grades,
Tie gs , California Test of Mental Maturit
Test
Bureau,
(log fange esf callf3FnTfa
____

_

_

__

__

Gertrude Hildreth, Personality aLnd Int;erest Inventory,

Elenent&ry Form, (New Yorks ~Biir-a-au of Publicat;ions, Teachers
College, Columbia Universit;y, 1959).
5

H. H. Remrriers and Robert I-1,
H. Bavemfeind, S R A Junior

search
Scierica He
__

±=¥%%=£€¥: ,E##;tG%:=3rAg:::::.L68E}:ago:

_

_

_

__

_

_ __

_

6

A conplete physical check was made of eaich child in

the group studied.

The audiometer for testing hearing was

used individually and the teachers checked. the eyesight of

each child with the Snellen

Chart.

6

A number of additic)nal check-lists were used to

deter.mine which factors might be affecting the child emotionally

or physically.

{New York:
The Snellen EE Chart.
for PreveEIEloH--of BIi ndness, Inc.

National society

CHAPTER 11

IHH SIUDY

Introd u cti on.

Experts in the field of I.eadlng halve

agreed that there is ai definite corr'elation between

childrenls emotions and difficulty in reading.

In the

Northwestern University Educational Clinic, WittyL found

that over forty per cent of pupils seriously retarded in
reading were characterized by emotional malaidjustment.

After examining thirty case studies of the relationship
of personality maladjustment t;o reading disaibiLity, he

stat;es that in almost all of the studies the emotional

dif ficulty caused or seriously aggravated the reading
disability.

Continued lack of success in reading leads

to failul.e in school, which will result in a marked

feeling of inferiority in the child.

It is Durrel|Is2

opinion that most children who have reading disabil.ities
demonstrat;e emotional or social difficulty.

The problem

is to determine whether these maladjustments caused the

reading failure or whether they r©sultod from the reading
1

Modelm Education

D. a. He::E[a#'5t8gipR=§S±¥84#, pp. 81-82.
2

(Boston:

Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading
)' p'p. 50502.
(New York:
World B-o-ok-a-ompany, 1945},

Ab i 1 i t i e s

8

disability.

Mentally I-etarded children, except those who

fall into the level of feeble-mindness, can learn to read.
The cause of emotional difficulty may exist in the environment of the child apart from the school, but too often
it may bo found in the childls past or. present school

experien ce s .

Past history.

For more than twenty-five years, the

problem of children's emotions in relation to ability to
read has been studied by the experts.

Each failure that

a child experiences makes it harder for him to overcome

the next failure.

In 1926, Hunnicutt5 gave tests to

fifty students in which he praised one `group very highly
and reproved the other to excess.

The group who were

praised continued to improve steadily, while the other

group did not do nearly as well on re-tests.

Failulle,

from whatever reason, is a motivation toward more failuz.e.

Failure resulted in the subjectls condemnation of others

for their failure.
Rosenzweig4 mde a study of f ifty pupils in which the
subjects were given nine problems in succession and were
5

a. W. Hunnicutt, "A Functional Program in Reading,"

School and Society, 55:424, May 22, 1948.

4

A. P. Rosenzweig, ''A Test for Types o.f Reactions to

Fru s t Fat i ons ,'' American Joumal of OrthopaychiaLt;ry,
5:395-403,

L953.

9

allowed three minub©s for the completic>n of each task.

The

tasks consisted of making a rectangle of given size out of
geometrical f orms, the rearranging of scrambled words, and

anagrams.

Failure resulted in emotional disturbances which

could be serious enough to block all f ut;ur© success in

learning.

The Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, under

the air.ection of Phyllis Blanchard,5 tested, from 1925 to
1950, seventy-three consecutive cases.

Of these cases,

trouble in learning to read was the reason fop referring

the case in forty-two instances.

In the other thirty-

three cases the reading disability was noted during the
clinic study, the reasc>n for referral being given as
emotional mailadjustment.

To overcome emotional handicaps

which precede or follow reading failure, a child needs

relationships in which love and positive feelings prod ominate .

Present trends.

In recent years, educators depend

largely upon diaLgnostic and remedial treatment of cases

where a child has difficulty in reading due to &n emotional
blocking.

Monro®6 says, `'The aims of education are now

5

toEmotL¥n¥±L5gv:±g;£:%t¥nj[§±±£LEn#yE±gfgtL5g¥3gE.Eg5:tLon
July, 1956.
6

( New ¥or¥?r±£:ug£E::eM:¥: 1::r 5:£p::;¥ u : ;4a;¥eg+±±oB:±±±±ff
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centered in the childls wholesome development; as an

individual, and any circumstance which frustrates and warps

the personality of children deserves the careful study of
educat;ors."

Newell7 gives evidence of much research work,

which has proven that the first task of a remedial teacher

is to relieve the tension by establishing an attitude of
confidence and sympathetic interest.

that he has met a friend.

The child must feel

From the research done by recent

educators, this writer can conclude that diagnostic and
remedial reading are the educational tools used most today

to remedy the reading failure and to readjust unhappy and

emotionally upset children.
Future p|=a=n_s=.

The problem of children's emotions in

relatictn to disability in reading shc>uld have an important

place in our future education planning.

In the opinion of

the writer, a developmental reading program used in .the

everyday classroom is far superior to the diagnostic and
remedial program.

Developmental work could reach more

children and could help a great per cent of the cases of
emotional cliff iculty before they become strong enouch to

injure children severely.

The classroom teacher is the

most important factor in the success of this effort.

Nancy Newell, ''For Non-P®aderls in Distress,t'

Elementary School Journal

25:1©6-195,

September,

She

1949
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must be alert for the two main emotional needs of childreng
the need f or security and the need for. adequacy.

Both of

these needs must be erected on a basis of reality or they
will be as quicksand instead of firm soil.

Gates8 has said,

The teacher must determine the facts as to the
child.s emotional adjustment, since these fact,ors
may be responsible for the r©bardation in reading.
She will need to utilize close observation and good
judgment in detecting and analyzing childrenls
behavior in an attempt to determine t'heir e-notional

status.

A teacher must be untiring in her. efforts to detect

the interference of emotional factors with success in
reading.

Final summary.

The long area that haLs passed since

the fll.st effol.t;a to find a solution to the problem of how

childrenls emc>tions affect their ability to read, has only
added to the basic importance of the problem.

The early

stage of seeking was important; the more recent trend of

diagrostic and remedial treatment, in special centers,
accomplished much; but the most I.Scent moving toward a

developmental I.©ading program is vitally more important

and acceptable in our progressive envirorment.

York:

Harris9

Arthur I. Gates, llhe Im I.ovement of
__ Reading (New
The Macmillan Compainy, 1947
p. 45F
9

Albert J. Har'ris, E_oj4! to Increase Readin Ability
Longmans, Greene and Company, 1947
p. 582.

(New Yopks

._
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stated,
Conscientious and creative teachers everywhere

are trying to leal.n patiently, painstakingly,
sympathetically, all that can be learned about the

gI'owth and development of each child, in order to
pl.ovide the kind of educational experierice that is
necessary for each as an individual.

Those who deal daiily wit;h children's difficulties say

that acceptance of this view--that behavior should be
©xploped and understood rather than judged--is still the
greatest need of te8cher8 and workers in education.

CHAPT.ER Ill

FINDINGS 0F THS STUDY

Sixty selected fourth grade students of the Happy
Valley High School were observed and tested over a period

of six months.

On the basis of their former records,

these children were divided into two groups and these
groups were called bho bet;tor group and the poorer group.

In comparing advantages aind opportunities, these children

are very much like children in any other rul`al community.
The factors selected for study in this survey aire believed
to be the major causes of inability to read because of
emotional mal-adjustment.

Those factors studied in this chapter are most
likely to pev©al a tende.ilcy toward emotional blocking
which could be, in many cases, t;ho major contr.ibuting cause

of r]etardation in reading.
The California Test of Mental MaturityL f or Gr.amttar
Grades, four through eight, was given to determine the rank

in intelligence of the sixty selected students under observation.

This test was given by the teachers of the two

fourth grades being studied, and the scores derived from

1

W. Tiegs

Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest
Calif
\,`^+LL ornia
\~LL++I- 'Test
of Mental Maturity, Grarlmar

Gr ad e s , (Log Ange es:

5EIIfo~in--ia----PestBureari, 1956-1951 ) .
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the test were placed on a chart where they were raLnked, by

number, according to the individual I. Q. of each of the

sixty children tested.
The S R A Junior Inventory, E2E¥ 4,2 with two

hundred and twenty-three individual personal items, was
given to each of the sixty selected students.

The results

of this test were itemized and placed on a large aha,rt to
be used for study and comparison by the teachers of the
students being observed.

The Gertrude Hildpeth Peps onal iby and Interest

Invenbo.ry, with one hundred and thirty-thl.ee personal
items, was given by the teachers.

An obsel.vation sheet,

with twenty-three emotional factors to be observed and
checked by each teacher during a ten day period was

used.

A social-economic status sheet listing fifteen

factors to be obsel.ved for ten days was also given.

Co-

ordination tests were used to determine how accurate and
with what speed the childrenls hands and minds worked

together.

A social acceptance test, to try to ascertain

the social standing of each child, was given to each of

H. H. Remmers and Robert H. Bavemfeind, i i ±

Juni or Inventory. E2

Rose arch Associates,=9?i)

5

Grammar Grades,

(ChicagoT BCTence

and Interest InGertrude Hildl.©th
Hlementapy Form, (RT:g=-!::-a-E--i=t-Eu F5Eu---o-f`---=P-u-6Ti€Etions,
e.ichers College, Columbia University,1959).

ventor
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the sixty students under observation.
The Snellen Eye Chart4 was used to check the eye-

sight of each child, and the audiometer for testing hearing
was also used individually.
Comparison of the better g=±±±± ±z±±E EE± p.a.p=.er ,gI'p\+p
_____

on the factor of intelligence.

The first step in the study

of sixty selected students was to determine the rank. of each

child in intelligence.

The California Test of Mental
_____

_ _

i__

_____

_

______ ___

__ _ _

_

__ _ __

Maturity was given each child and the scores were then

arranged fran the highest to the lowest.

4

Preventio£::±±=Ei¥e£¥;=Enc!yew Y°rk:

Nati onal Society for
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"mLE I
INIELljlGENCE

Better thirty
Student
number

I. Q.

Rank

Poorer thirty
Student
number

I. Q.

Rank
12.5
26.5
41.5
28.5
55.5
23.5
41.5
25.0
37.5
21.5

51.5

41.5

55.5
47.5
19.5
35.5

8.0
59.5
51.5
25.5
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Table I shcrms the thirty better students as compared

with the thirty poorer students in their rank in intelligence.
Since four of the thirty better students had intelligence
quotients about 115, these f our were considered superior.
These intelligence quotients ranged 115, 116, 118 and 118.

Three students had intelligence quotients ranging from_ loo
to 115 which classed them as high average, while ten who
rated between 86 and 96 were considered below average.

Thirteen fell below 86 which is considered inferior.

In the group of thirty poorer students under obserivation,six had an intelligence quotient; from loo to
115; ten had a score ranging from`86 to 95, or in the low

average group; two scored between 75 and 84, or the inferior
class.

The remaining ten fell below 75 and would be con-

sidered in the very inferior cl.ass.
A study of Table I shows a very definite relationship between intelligence and the ability to do good classI.oom work, but it also shows that many of those pupils who

aire doing inferior. worfe are definitely capable of doing

better work.

Six of the poorer st;udents had an intelligence

quotient of loo or above, yet these students were doing
inferior or below average classro`om work.

From this data

one would have to conclude that some factor other than

intelligence wa.a affecting and retarding their classroom
work.

.

L8

The group of better students, those doing the best
classroom work, had four who raited superictr and three who

rated high average as compared with thirteen who wer.e

considered infer.ior.

A much larger percentage of the

better group was found to be doing good classroom work.

Some of the students in the group of thirty poorer

pupils rated high in intelligence, yet arie doing very
inferior school work and are definitely below average in
reading.

This data would tend to pr.ove that more than

one factor is influencing the retardation of the poorer

thirty students.
ompal.ison j2£ E±±E .gpo.I?p ±zi±E Pp.Br:er= grp.uP J2±

co-ordination test.

This test 'was given to determine

how well the studentls mind and hands co-ordinated.

11 shows the results.

Table

The materials for t;he test were a

wooden boar-a filled with holes and t;hirty-five small nails.

Each child was given thirty seconds to put as many nails
in the board as he could.

The nails in the board were

counted and this was his score.

in the following table.

These scores are given

19

TABI,a 11
CoiMPARISON OF CO-OREII\TATION TEST OF THE TWO GROUPS STUDIED

Student
number

Best thirty
Score

Student
numb er

Poorer thil.ty
a core

20

The avenge score on the co-ordination test, made by
the thirty better student;s, Vb'as fourteen and two-tenths

points, while the average score of the thirty poorer. students

was thirteen and six-tenths points, making a difference of
less than one point in the average of two groups.

Two of

the children in the poc)rep group were very upset emotionally
by the test, and these pupils made very low scores.

Except

for these two very low scores, the averages would have been

almost the sa.ffle.

It seems that manual dexterity has little

relationship bo the problem of a childls inability to

learn to read.
Observed behavior ±ofs_i¥__!F selected. students.

The

teachers cc)nducting the study of sixty selected students

made a check-list of twelve factors most likely to indicate
an emotional mal-a.djustment which could affect the ability

of a child to learn to read.

Dur.ing a ton-day period,

these teachers kept complete and accurate anecdotal notes

of the behavior, during the actual school hours, of all of
the children under observation.

Table Ill shows the

results of this study made by the teachers of the sixty
selected students.

21

TABLE Ill
OBSERVED BEHAVIOR OF SIXTH SEI,ECITED SltDERES

Kind of behavior

Hostile to discipline
Temper outbursts
Obscene talk

Marked overactivity
Extreme nervousness

Biting fingernails
S t ubb ol.ne s s

Care le s sne ss

Daydreaming

Feeling of insecurity
Laziness

Imaginative lying

Best thirt;y

Poorer thil`ty

Number of
occurences

Number of
occurences

22

Among the better thirty students hc>stility to
discipline occur.red six times but was obsf-rved among the

poorer students thirty-seven times, which indicated that
+.,1'iese students have a resentful feeling toward their

teachers ari.d the other children.

This feeling of hostility

could be transferred to the learning process, making the

experience of learning to read at least more difficult if
not completely impossible to achieve.
Temper outbursts occurred three times among the

better thirty students studied and obscene talk only twice,
while t;emper outbursts were noted fourteen times among
the poc>r©r students and obscene talk three times.

This

would tend to show that the thility poorer students were not

as well adjusted emotionally as the better students.
Marked over-activity was folmd among the better thirty
students eighteen times, extreme nervousness thirteen times,

and biting fingernails ten times while among the poorer
thirty students marked c>ver-activity was noted ten times,

extreme nervousness, thirty times, and biting fingernails
twenty times.

Extreme nervousness and marked over-activity

seemed to be mCire frequent among the poorer students.

This

shows that thes€ thirty poorer students were mol`e emotionally

upset than the thirty better students.

This apparent

nervousness cc>uld be the result of any of the following

factors:

pressul.e on the 'children by parents to keep up

25

with superior members of the class, poor home environment,

physical haindicaps, or lack of proper. diet.
The factor of sfubborness appeared twelve times among

the better students; carelessness was shc)wn twenty-four
times and daydreaming four times; but among the poctrer

students stubbormess appeared forty-one times, carelessness
one hundred twenty-eight times, and daydreariing one hundred

times.

These factors are im-portant in determining whether

a child is well adjusted emotionally and is able to learn
to read or whether he is mal-adjusted emotionally and is a
rot:i.rded reader.

The mental aLnd emotional health of a child

plays a vel]y impol.tant part in the success or failure of

the child in the experience of learning to read.

A feeling

of insecurity was f ound among the thirty bettezi students

fourteen times and among the poorer thirty students fiftyc>ne times.

Research and observation prove that a feeling of

insecurit;y in any par.t will give a child a feeling which
may cause him to be mal-adjusted emotionally and block

his ability to loam in his school experiences.

Ijaziness

was observed twenty-two times among the better thirty students,
aLnd imaginative lying was noted twelve times.

In the group

of thirty poorer students, laziness was counted one hundred
and fifty-nine times whil.e imaLginative lying was observed

thirty-seven times.

It is the opinion of this writer' that

24

laziness and imaginative Lying are closely related or

perhaps that Lying is a product of laziness.
Comparison of social and mental characteristics.

A check-list of eight social and mental characteristics was
made by the teachers of the sixty selected students, to be
used by them in observing these students over a period of
ten days.

These teachers kept complete and accurate anecdotal

notes of the I'eactions of the children as checked and
I.ecorded by the use of the eight factors selected to be
used.

Table IV gives the data gathered by the teachers

in making this study.

LIBRARY
Appalachian State Teachers Collegd

Boone, North Carolina
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Tenl'E IV
coineARlsoN oF soclAL AND MmT'TAL cHARACTRElsTlcs

aha ra a te r is t i a s

Best thirty

Poorer thirty

Number of

Number of

occurrences

1.

2.

5.

Disinteresb

Indifferent to school work
a.
All the time
b.
Part time

Self-reliant

a..

b.
a.

Very

Average
None

145

57
0

4.

Moodiness

0

5.

Tattling

19

6.

'Gossiping

17

7.

Aggressive behavior
a.
Ijeaders
b.
Want bo be first
every time

8.

Co-operation

occurrences
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I)is-interest among the thirty better students
occuri.ed only ei:ht times, indifference to school work all
the time appeaLred only fou.r times, and indif ference to
school work part of the bime was seen twelve tines.

Among

the poorer thirty students, dis-interest was shown ninetysix times, indifference tc> school work all the time
appeared 6wenty-two times, and indifference to school work

part of the time was seen one hundred and thirty times.
Among the better thir.ty students, a high degree of

self-reliance was found one hundred and forty-five times,
while average self-reliance was observed thirty-seven times.

Evidence of no self-reliance at all did not appear in the

group of thirty better students.

A high degree of self-

reliance was not seen at aLll among the thirty poorer

students, and average self-I.eliance appeared only thirtyfive times in this gr.oup.

Evidence of a complete lack of

self -reliance was counted one hundred and fifty times
among the group of poorer students.

The factor of self-

reliance is very important, and this study would tend to

show that self-reliance in a student is a valuable aid

in helping him to cope with the experience of learning
to read.
Among the group of thirty better students, agt[=:ressive
behaLvior was observed by the f actors of desire to be the

leader and wanting to be first every time.

Desire to be a
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leader was recorded fifty-five times in the better grc>up of
students, while it appeared only twice in the poorer group.

1`he ambition to be first was seen thirty times in the group

of better students and only thil'teen times in the group of
poorer students.
Noticeable co-operation was I.ecorded by the teachers

one hundred and two times among the better thirt;y students,

while it was shown only twenty-two times in the group of

poorer students.

This lack of co-operation among the

poorer students could be the result of emotional maladjustment brought about by one of the many possible factors

observed in this study.
The factor of moodiness made no appearance among the

thirty beti;er students while among the thirty poorer
students this factor appeared twent;y-four times.

Tattling

was noted only nineteen times in the bett;er group and

appeared thirty-seven times among the thirty poorer students.
Gossiping occurred only seventeen times among the better

thirty students but was found fifty-six times among the
grc>up of thirty poorer students.

The fact that the un-

desirable factors of moc>diness, tattling, and gossiping
w-ere more than doubled among the group of thirty poorer
students would tend t;o prove that the poorer students who

are not so capable in schoc>l work will substitute undesirable

traits to compensate for their inability to &cbieve.
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Evaluation ££ envirormental influences.

A complete

and exhaustive study was made of the homes and immediate

environment of the thirty students under observation.
Several factors were thought to be of great value and
Table V shows the results of this study.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF ENVIRONRENTAlj INFLUENCES

Better thirty
Student
number

Homes

Ed. of
parents

Type c>f
dress

Average
Average
Average
Aver.age
Aver'age

Elem.
Average
High Sch. Average
Elem.
Average
High Sch. Jiverage
High Sch. Average

Avera ge
Good
A,verage
Good
Average

Elem.
Averaige
Bus. coil.Average
Elem.
Average
High Sch. Average
High Sch. Average

Awe I.age
Aver.age
Good
A.verage
Average

Elem.
Ave rage
High Sch. Average
Elem.
Avera ge
High Sch. Average
Elem.
Average

Average

High Sch. Average

Average
Aye rage
Average

El©m.
Elem.
Elem.

Average
Average
Average

Elem.
Elem.

24
25

Average
Average

Elem.
El.em.

26 t
27
28
29

Average
Average
Average
Average

50

Average

Average

Average
Average
Averaige
Less than Poor
elem,

Ave rage
Average

I.esi=`: than Poor

elem,

Alye rage
Average

Elem.

A,verage

Elem.

Average

E'1em.

jAverage

Iiess than Poor
elem,

Hl.em.

Average

Number of
Underchildren
ncturished in homes
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TABRE V (Continued)
COMPARISON OF ENVIRON}th`NTAL INFljuENCE`S

Poorer thirty

Student
number

Ed u c at i on

Homes

of
parents

Type

of

dress

Iiess than elem.
Elemental.y
Elem.entary

Ave rage

I.ess than elem.

Average

51
52
55
34
55

Poor
Poor
Poor
Average
Average
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AveraLro

Elementary
Poor
I,ess than elem. Ave ra ge
Elementary
Average
Elementary
Average
Elementary
Aver?ge

41
42
45
44
45

Poor
Average
Poor
Average
Average

Elementary
Elementary
Elemental.y
Less than elem.

Poor
Average
Average
Average
Poor

46
47
48
49
50

Average
Poor
Poor
Average
Average

I.ess than elem.
E.1ementary
Elemental.y

Elementary
Less than elem.

Poor
Average
Average

Avera ge
Poor

51
52
53
54
55

Poor
Poor
Average
Average
Poor

Elementary
Elementary
Iiess than elem.
Elemental.y
Elemen tar.y

Poor
Average
Poor
Ave rage
Avera ge

56
57
58
59
60

Average
Poor
Average
Poor
Poor

Less than elem. Poor
Elementary
4ve riage
Elementary
Average
I-ess than elem.
Poor
Element any
Ave ra ang

57
58
59
40

Poor
Average
Average
Average

Elementary

Element;any

Under.-

Numbe I. of

nourish- childl.en

ed

in homes

Poor
Poor

Av©ra ge

X

X
X

X
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|n the group of thil.ty better students studied three
carr]e from homes which were considered good or above avel'aLge,

while twenty-seven came from homes which were rated as

average.

In one of these homes both pal.ants had gone to

college; eight had finished high school; twenty-one had
finished elementary school; and none dropped below this
level.

The number of childlien in each home ranged between

three and four, with three who appeared to be undernourished.
Twenty-seven of this gr.oup wore average clothes, while three
were poorly dressed.

In the gI.c>up of thil.ty poorer students there wel.e
nineteen average hcmes and eleven that were considered poor.
Five children in this group seemed to be undernc>urished.

Seventeen of these parents had an elementary education,

while thirteen had less than an elementary education.
Nineteen of these children wore average clothes, while
eleven were poorly dressed; and the average number of

children in each home I.anged between f ive and six.
Table V shows that the home environment among

the thirt;y better students was superior in some degree.
Better. homes, better educated parents, and a smaller number

of children in the homes of the gI.oup of thirty better
students gave them an advantage over the group of thirty
poorer students.

This disadvantage in which the poorer

students al.© placed would tend to cause them to b© more
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emotionally upset than those children who are so fortunate
as to have ai betber home environment.

This study has shown

t;hat many factors have combined to prevent these thirty
poorer students from doing their work on a level of which

they are capable.

It may be that these children could do

much better work if home environment could be improved.
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IaeLE VI
cOMPARlsoN OF EMOTIONAL FACTens IN TRE Two GROups

Kind of behavior
observed

Better thirty Poorer thirty
Number of

occurrences

quarreling
Pushing

Fights
Expressed fears
Ove r-talkat ivenes a
Ove r-se cret ivenes a

Shyness

Che ating

Feeling of hate
Envy

Number of

occurrences
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Table VI gives a compal.ison of some of the emotional

factors observed, in a pel`iod of two weeks, by the teachers

of the sixty selected students.

In the group of thirty best

student;s it was observed that quarreling appeared twelve times,

pushing six times, and fighting three times; while in the

group of thirty poorer students quarreling occurred fiftytwo times, pushing thirty-thl.ee times, and fighting twelve

times.

It is the writel.ls opinion that the thirt;y poorer

students are not as ivell adjusted emotionally as the

thirty better students, since the thil`ty poorer. students

are definitely more quarrelsome than the thirty better
students.

The pc>orer thirty pt]pils are observed to.be

restless, dissatisfied and easily provoked to expressions
of anger and resentment toward others.

Fear was indicated only thirteen times in the better
gI.oup but was expressed thil.ty-seven times by the pupils of

the poorer group.

It is the opinion of the wr]iter that

these fear.s.are a handicap to learning in the poorer group.
Fear may tlpset a child emotionally to such en extent that

he is unable to loam even though his intelligence rating
is average ol. above average.

The factor of over-talkativeness appeared eighty

times in the gr.oup. of thirty better students but only fortytwo times in the poorer group which would seem to indicate

that the poorer students were more shy and afraid or for
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some reason unable to express themselves freely.

Over-

secrietiveness was observed twenty-three more times in the

poorer group than in the better group.
Shyness was observed forty times in the better group

and one hundred and sixty-eight times in the poorer group.

This factor of shyness does not include all of the
students in the poorer group since about one-fourth of

this group gave very little indication of being more than

normally shy.

Six of the thirty students in the poorer

group gave evidence of being painfully shy and withdraim.

Two of the pupils in the better group also gave indication
of extreme shyness.

These two students wel.e the lowest

in rank in the better gI`oup which would seem to pl.ove

that they are not emotionally well adjusted.
Cheating appeared more often in the poorer group

and a feeling of hate for the school and school work was
definitely more pronounced in t;his gr'oup.

A feeling of hate

was observed only three times in the better group as
compared with eighteen times in the poorer group.

This

fact would seem tc> indicate that the poorer thirty students

were more emotional than the better thil.ty.

Relation of peadin

retal.dation to social acceptance .

A social acceptance test was given to each of the sixty
selected students to determine the extent to which each
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student was accepted socially by his classmates.

The test

consisted of three questions as follows:
i.

1thom, in the entire group, would you ask to
play a game with you?

2.

Whom would you ask to your bil.thday party?

3.

V\thom would you invite to spend the night in
your home?

Each student was instructed to select a different
classmate f or each question asked.

The score for the test was figured as follows:
The first choices were given a scor.e of three points, second
choices were given two points, and thil.d choices were given
one point each.

The total score for eae,Z`ri child was the

number of times he or she was chosen.

shows the results of this study.

Table VII
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TABLE VII
A COMPARISON 0F THE SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF TRE SIXTY SEljECTED
SrJ]UDENrps

'

Better thirty
Student
number

Number of times
chos en

Poorer thirty
Student
number

Number of times
chosen
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The thirty better students ranked hither in social
acceptance than the i;hirty poorer students.

Only one

complete isolate was found in the group of thir.ty better
students, while six isolates were detected in the group of

thirty poor.er students.

In comparing the two groups it is

a natural conclusion that the group of thirty better
students were more happily adjusted socially than the

group of thirty poorer students.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECORE"NDATI0NS

It is the purpose of this chapter to summarize the
data found and considered in this study.
Conclus ions :

Results of this study would show that!

1.

The intelligence of a child has a definite

relationship to his success or failure as a student in
spite of factors which may cause retardation.
2.

The social environment of a child is a

determining factor in his success or failure.
3.

The emotional life of the child may have a

definite influence as to whether or not he is a good
s'cudent or a poor one.

4.

The number of absences plays en important

pa.rt in the achievement of the child.
5.

The social acceptance or social approval of

students by others may play an important role in causing
a definite emotional upset which could be a handicap to

the learning experience.
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6.

Physical defects such as poor hearing and poor

vision may have a definite hearing on retardation in reading,
or any learning process.
7.

The co-ordina`bion of the pupils studied had

little or no relationship to their possible difficulty in

learning.
Result;a of this study seem to show that reading

retardation in the grammar grades has resulted from a

number of factors rather than any one of the factors
studied.

After careful study of the I.esults of this survey

this writer has concluded that three factors have contributed most toward problems in reading in the f ouri3h
grades at Happy Valley High School.

Heredity is, of

course, difficult bo deal with, but home environment and
school atmosphere can to a great extent be I.emedied.

Improving rural conditions may be very difficult, but a
resourceful school personnel can accomplish much.
Each child is an individual eind must be given

individual love, attent,ion and care.
After careful study the following recommendations

are suggested to eliminate retardation in reading in the
grammar grades.
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1.

A suitable and acceptable community progl'am

aimed at improving the economic status and environmental

conditions which handicap the leaming process.
2.

A program to improve the school curriculum and

to fit the curriculum to the interests, needs, and

abilities of each child.
3.

Good and well supervised playground activities

which will give an outlet to pent-up emotions and help

each individual to adjust happily in his social contacts.
4.

A provision in the curriculum planning to meet

the needs of retarded students in reading, from whatever
Cause ,

5.

A program of closer relationship between the

home and the school, in order that the teacher and parents

may work together for the welfare of the child.
6.

The home, school, and county officials working

together to reduce absences due to truancy.
7.

A working program between the home, school, and

county health officials in detecting aLnd correcting, as far
as possible, all physical defects which tend to cause

retardation in the learning experience.
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8.

A well-supervised and approved study of thc>se

emotional factors which might cause an emotional blocking

that could be responsible f or retardation in p©ading.
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